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Club set to revise
cover calculation
A top insurer argues the insured value of
a vessel should reflect its market value.
Jim Mulrenan

London

Rocketing ship prices have led to
the Norwegian Hull Club revising
the way it calculates premium
rates for vessels where the insured value is raised to reflect
sale-and-purchase (S&P) market
realities.
The Bergen-based mutual,
which is one of the top players in
the international hull-insurance
market, feels the traditional
method of calculating revised
premiums is unsuited to a
volatile market where vessels
such as capesize bulkers have
doubled in value.

The hull and machinery premium for a vessel is composed of the
total-loss cover for the risk a ship
will sink or be otherwise destroyed and particular average
cover for relatively routine claims
such as equipment damage.
Hull insurers traditionally adjust only the total loss element of
a premium rather than the particular average element when a
shipowner seeks to increase the
declared value of a vessel during
a policy year. This was seen to be
adequate when ship values might
increase by 10%, or even 20%.
But when the percentages increases are much larger and a ship

might even double in value, the
effect is to seriously erode the
premium rate expressed as a percentage of the hull value.
The Norwegian Hull Club is
now seeking to apply two-thirds
of the increase in a ship’s value to
the total-loss premium and onethird to the overall figure, which
includes particular average. This
should reduce the extent to
which premium rates are eroded
as a percentage of the hull value.
Director and underwriter Ole
Wikborg admits it is tough trying
to change established market
practice but says it is necessary as
higher particular average claims
result from more valuable ships
and it is not just the actual or constructive total-loss payouts that
go up.
The focus is on the rate payable
at a time of rising concern about
the cost of claims as Wikborg says
there is generally sufficient capacity available for underwriters
to cover even large increases in
the value of vessels in service or
newbuildings.
If an underwriter is covering an
insured value of $10m at an overall rate of 0.5%, he would get a
premium of $50,000. If the owner’s declared the value of the ship
— or share of a vessel insured by
a particular underwriter — had
increased to $12m and the totalloss rate element of the premium
was 0.15%, then only $3,000 is
payable for the extra $2m insured
and the revised premium of
$53,000 for $12m of cover
equates to an overall rate of
0.44167%.
The decline in the overall rate
is much more dramatic if the insured value doubles to $20m. The
total-loss rate of 0.15% on the additional $10m of insured value
produces an extra premium of
only $15,000. So the ship, or the
insured line, has doubled in val-

ue but the overall premium has
only risen to $65,000 and the
overall rate has declined to
0.325%.
Using the new Norwegian Hull
Club method of calculating the
extra premium payable the underwriter is better rewarded, although the overall rate still declines.
The club allocates two-thirds of
the extra value of $10m, or
$6.666m, to the total loss calculation, which at 0.15% produces an
additional premium of almost
$10,000, while one-third of the
additional value, or $3.333m
would be charged at the overall
premium rate of 0.5%, producing
an extra premium of $16,666.
The combined extra premium
of $26,667 lifts the total payable
to the underwriter to $76,667, or a
rate against $20m of 0.3833%.
Although the rate is down, the
underwriter has an extra $11,667
of premium to help meet the cost
of claims or maybe even make a
profit.
Wikborg is a senior figure in the
International Union of Marine Insurance (IUMI) but antitrust laws
prevent underwriters getting together over rating strategies or
even agreeing ways of charging
for higher ship values.
He says there is currently a
tremendous number of inquiries
about increasing insured values
but admits it is still difficult to
persuade brokers and shipowners
of the logic of the new approach.
But he is hopeful other underwriters will see the merit of the
Norwegian Hull Club approach.
“I am not blaming brokers or
owners for taking advantage of
the market. I always blame underwriters and, rightly so, for letting
money slip through their fingers,”
said Wikborg. “We need a crusade
against the stupidity of underwriters.”

London

Cover for the risk of a terrorist at
tack on a cruiseship or ferry is
likely to be offered by the protec
tion-and-indemnity (P&I) clubs in
a dramatic reversal of their previ
ous position.
Clubs in the International
Group P&I cartel are leaning to
ward providing the $500m of ter
rorism cover required under a re
vised Athens convention, which
greatly increases compensation
payable to passengers following a
shipping disaster.
The International Group has
previously ruled out providing
this cover, prompting top insur
ance broker Marsh to put together
a scheme to fill the gap.
However, the clubs are quietly
consulting reinsurers and their
shipowner directors about the
merits of bringing what was previ
ously seen as an unacceptable risk
into their collective claims pool
and be covered by the Internation
al Group’s huge collective rein
surance programme.
The Marsh scheme would have
cost owners of cruiseships and
ferries up to $0.10 per passenger
per day but the marine liabilityreinsurance market is relatively
soft and the clubs hope to per
suade the lead underwriters in the
Lloyd’s of London market to roll
the risk into the main Internation
al Group programme at no addi
tional cost.
The clubs, which insist they are
indemnity insurers, appear to be
generally softening their hostility
to being accident insurers.
Under the traditional “pay to be
paid” principle, a claimant has to
sue a shipowner who then recov
ers the cost of compensation from
his P&I club.
The clubs first modified this
position years ago by issuing
“blue cards” confirming tankers
had pollution cover and appear
ready to do the same for passenger
risks including terrorism and war
cover under the Athens conven
tion as well as liabilities arising
from bunker spills, wreck re
moval and accidents involving
hazardous or noxious cargoes.
The Marsh concept was broadly
similar to the Certificates of Fi
nancial Responsibility (Cofrs) sys
tem set to cover risks imposed un
der US oil-pollution legislation
that the clubs were not willing to
accept. The Cofrs system takes
premium out of the market and
the clubs did not want to see this
principle extending into other ar
eas where there was perceived
difficulty in providing cover.
Passengership owners faced a
dramatic increase in their P&I
reinsurance costs at the February
renewal and are paying over $1.37
per gross tonne, as against under
$0.68 per gt for crude tankers,
which pay the next highest rates.
Cover for passengership liabili
ties was restricted at the same re
newal to $2bn, with a further
$1bn of crew cover on top, but
there are still concerns by cargoship owners that the P&I system is
at risk for the sake of what is per
ceived to be a non-core sector that
accounts for only a few percent of
the tonnage afloat.

